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Part-time faculty members unionize
Part-time lecturers at the School of
Arts and Sciences have recently voted in
support of a union with Adjunct Action,
a campaign within Service Employees
International Union (SEIU) designed to
combat the marginalization of part-time
teaching faculty.
The victory was announced on the
Adjunct Action website yesterday following a ballot count by the National Labor
Relations Board.
According to Tufts Labor Coalition
(TLC) Co-Chair Rae Axner, proponents of
the union won by a landslide vote of 128
in favor to 57 opposed.
“Myself and everyone involved ...
[we’re] really happy that it went through
just because it’s very clear from those
numbers that it’s what the professors
want,” Axner, a senior, said.
Voting for the 270 adjunct School of
Arts and Sciences faculty members at
Tufts opened on Sept. 12 and remained
open until Sept. 25. News of the results
was released early yesterday afternoon,
according to Axner. The next several
months will be a period of planning for
the part-time faculty.
“The next steps will be that the professors will meet and democratically
come to a decision about what their priorities are going into the negotiation
process,” she said.

According to the Adjunct Action/
SEIU website, the organization seeks to
form unions with faculty members at
universities nationwide in order to push
for increased job security, fair pay and
better health benefits. Although more
than 70 percent of national instructional staff are not on tenure track, many
faculty members lack an equal voice in
the university system.
Dean of Academic Affairs for Arts
and Sciences James Glaser explained to
the Daily last week that Tufts part-time
faculty receive better wages and benefits
than those at many peer institutions.
Axner, however, believes a union is
necessary for part-time lecturers to gain
important working rights.
“Even though the administration has
come out again, at this point the administration doesn’t really have a choice but
to listen to them and to take their needs
into account,” she said.
Axner said she was grateful to all the
students who supported faculty during TLC’s Button Up Day campaign last
week, which advocated for the union
with SEIU.
“As soon as I said support part-time
professors, almost everyone was really
willing to talk about it,” she said.
—by Abigail Feldman and Josh Weiner

Local author discusses
environmental awareness
by

Dana Guth

Contributing Writer

John Hansen Mitchell, a local
author and editor of the magazine
“Sanctuary,” spoke yesterday afternoon about the importance of geographical history in encouraging
environmental action.
The lecture was part of the ongoing Environmental Studies Lunch &
Learn series, which features discussions about sustainability and conservation in the Massachusetts area
every Thursday in the Lincoln Filene
Center Rabb Room.

A group of about 30 students and
faculty attended Mitchell’s speech,
moderated by Professor of Biology
Colin Orians.
Mitchell is known for his interest
in the local history and protection
of the natural world. He has published five books, each focused on
the square-mile of farm and woodland 35 miles west of Boston known
as Scratch Flat. During the lunch,
Mitchell discussed his book series,
the Scratch Flat Chronicles, emphasee SCRATCH, page 2

Liz West via Flickr Creative Commons

John Hansen Mitchell, local author and editor of the magazine ‘Sanctuary,’ came to
the Hill yesterday to discuss the history of the Scratch Flat, a one square-mile patch of
farmland located in Littleton, Mass.
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Estonian President Toomas Hendrik Ilves lectured yesterday about cyber warfare.

Estonian president speaks
about cyber warfare
by

Denali Tietjen

Daily Editorial Board

President of the Republic of Estonia
Toomas Hendrik Ilves last night delivered
a lecture on cyber security, modern transatlantic relations and the North Atlantic Treaty

Organization (NATO).
The president addressed a crowd of
Tufts community members and distinguished guests during the lecture,
titled “What Keeps Me Awake At Night,”
see CYBER, page 2

Chabad House offers family
atmosphere for students
by

Betsy Allman

Contributing Writer

Rabbi Tzvi and Chanie Backman of the
Rohr Chabad House at Tufts work furiously to
act as the Jewish role models that students on
campus may be missing. Attending college
is the first time many students spend away
from the comfort of their home communities.
To fill that void for Jewish students on the Hill,
the Chabad House claims to offer a home
away from home.
The Chabad House seeks to create a strong
and vibrant Jewish community, and does so
with a family style approach, according to its
website. Rabbi Tzvi and Chanie Backman live
in the Chabad House adjacent to campus at
21 Chetwynd Road in Somerville along with
their children.
Backman said that he and his wife started
the Chabad House at Tufts after a recommendation from Rabbi Hirschy Zarchi of the
Chabad House at Harvard. Zarchi observed
many Tufts students attending the Harvard
Chabad services.
“Tufts students actually started going over
to Chabad at Harvard when it first opened up
[there], and so the rabbi there thought Tufts
might like to have its own chapter,” Backman
said. “We’re related, actually, me and him, and
he knew Chanie and I were interested in starting a Chabad house, so he thought of me.”
The two said that their desire to run a
Chabad house comes from their passionate
commitment to the Chabad mission. The
house is affiliated with the Chabad Lubavitch
Chasidim sect of Judaism, whose core ethos is
to “love thy fellow as thyself.”
“Judaism is like a big family that should
meet for festive occasions. Sometimes
we fight or bicker,” Tzvi Backman said.
“We’re like any family; we don’t always
get along. But we always put it aside, and
come together to celebrate. We welcome
everyone, and we ultimately want Chabad

House to be a place where every Jew knows
they belong.”
According to the Chabad House’s website,
Jews of all backgrounds are welcome in the
house. That being said, the Backmans said
that they also welcome students of all religions. On Friday nights, they welcome Jews
and non-Jews alike into their home for homecooked Shabbat meals.
“We have students of all religions come
eat with us,” he said. “They have great times.
They feel very touched. One student — she
wasn’t Jewish — sent us a card afterward,
thanking us. And we feel great when something like that happens, too.”
The couple’s children attend the celebrations as well, adding to the homely atmosphere. Senior Arielle Evans, a student leader at the Chabad House, was enthusiastic
about her experiences there throughout her
time at Tufts.
“There’s nothing like home-cooked food
and kids running around to give you the taste
of home,” Evans said.
“When you come to a house, it really feels
like family,” Tzvi Backman said. “The setting
provides a welcome break from campus life,
and it’s healthy, too, to get away from a campus and come back into a home.”
The Chabad House is not the only outlet
for Jewish students at Tufts, but Backman
said he sees the relationship between Chabad
and Tufts Hillel as positive. A marked difference between the two is the number of students making use of the two organizations’
programming, as Hillel runs much larger
programs.
Backman estimated that around 40 students come to Chabad for Shabbat on an
average Friday night, for example, whereas
Rabbi Jeffrey Summit at Tufts Hillel expects
about 150 kids for each Shabbat dinner. While
Backman saw about 50 students for the High
see CHABAD, page 2
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Holiday dinners while Summit welcomed
upwards of 370 at Hillel.
Summit explained that Hillel’s larger
programs extend beyond Shabbat services,
as well.
“Hillel looks to broadly connect people to
all aspects of Jewish life — the cultural, educational, religious and social. We run about
17 or 18 different student groups, many with
an emphasis on community service and
social justice,” he said.
Backman said that the smaller events at
Chabad House distinguish its events from
those run through Hillel, which allows
the two to complement each other nicely.
Chabad House also offers a more personal experience outside of religious events,
according to the Backmans.
“Students will come here to study, sometimes they come for counsel, sometimes
just to chat. We can form very close relationships,” Rabbi Tzvi said.
The Backmans said that they readily give
advice on relationships, friendships and
family. The Chabad House’s website makes
the claim that they are there 24 hours a day
to offer an ear or helping hand. Evans said
that she considered the Backmans to be like
close family.
Although there are differences between
the types of programming at Chabad and
Hillel, Summit said that he and Backman
have worked together to maintain smooth
relations between the two.
“It is a real plus for students to experience
as many aspects of the Jewish community as
possible,” Summit said.
For example, the two organizations
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Friends and family gathered around Rabbi Tzvi this Yom Kippur at the Rohr Chabad House.
recently hosted a joint Sukkot Oneg, a celebration in honor of the Jewish holiday of
Sukkot. Tufts Hillel President Jordan Dashow
said the shared event between the two organizations was a great success.
“People will come together after Shabbat
dinner to celebrate Sukkot and the diversity and vibrancy of the Jewish community,”
Dashow told the Daily in an e-mail.
Summit, Backman, Dashow and Evans
all agree that such collaboration is rep-

resentative of the broader relationship
between Chabad and Hillel. Dashow
described the crossover that occurs on a
typical Friday night.
“It is not uncommon to see students come
to Hillel for services and then Chabad for dinner on Friday nights or to alternate between
Hillel and Chabad every Shabbat ... We are
lucky to have two Jewish organizations that
work hard to address the needs of the Jewish
community at Tufts,” Dashow said.

Ilves encourages international cooperation
continued from page 1

hosted by the Fletcher School of Law
and Diplomacy.
Fletcher Dean James Stavridis (F ‘83,
‘84) introduced the president as an
“extraordinary, important and vibrant
European leader,” referencing Ilves’
expertise on cyber security and his success in bolstering Estonia’s economy
despite the Eurozone crisis.
Regarding cyber security, Ilves warned
of the vulnerability that results from
cyber warfare.
“You can paralyze a whole town or city
by attacking their Supervisory Control
and Data Acquisition system,” Ilves said.
“You can shut it down by turning all the
[traffic] lights red or, if you want to be
really nasty, turn them green.”
Ilves argued that cyber warfare, with its
ability to directly affect enemies’ economies, is starting to render traditional warfare irrelevant.
“You don’t have to attack a country with
an army anymore,” he said. “You can wipe
out their financial records, and the coun-

try’s suddenly broke.”
He explained the paradox of cybervulnerability: The more sophisticated
you are, he said, the more vulnerable
you become.
“You are vulnerable in the United
States,” Ilves said. “We are vulnerable in
Estonia. Any country that relies on modern technology is vulnerable.”
Perpetrators no longer target critical
infrastructure in warfare, Ilves said, but
target critical information infrastructure.
He explained one of the most damaging
effects of cyber attacks is that a country
cannot respond since they do not know
where the attack came from.
Ilves argued that nations must consider
these factors as they examine war threats
in the future.
“[Countries] need to rethink doctrines
of defense because of the vulnerabilities
we now face,” he said. “We need international norms, agreements and standards
as to how we manage cyber security.”
As countries begin to address cyber
security, one of the largest issues they
face is the balance between securi-

ty, privacy and Internet freedom, he
explained. These topics, he said, must
become international priorities.
“We need to refocus our attention to
cyber security and our dependency on
technology,” he said.
The president then discussed the ways
in which NATO has been addressing cyber
warfare and security.
“The problem of NATO is that cyber
security remains a paradigm of intelligence gathering and espionage,” he said.
“We need a higher level of ambition and
interoperability.”
NATO is not politically sustainable in
its current operations, Ilves said, adding
that 75 percent of the NATO budget is
paid for by the United States. He urged
other countries to rededicate themselves
to NATO.
Weakening transatlantic relations and
a growing U.S. isolationist sentiment also
jeopardize security operations for protecting law, democracy and freedom, he said.
“The United States should not disengage from Europe,” he said. “Europe [and
the United States] share core values.”

Mitchell gives history of local Scratch Flat
SCRATCH
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sizing the importance of setting in
one’s perception of and concern for
the world.
“My theory is if you have more
knowledge of your place — the place
where you belong — you’re more likely to protect it,” Mitchell said.
Mitchell began by describing
his Eastern Shore upbringing and
explained how every life event always
seems to have a connection with the
place where it happened.
“[P]eople really have a sense
of where they are, for better or for
worse,” he said. “They really identified with their environment in a profound way.”
As Mitchell traveled to Europe, he
began to realize that people everywhere feel connected to their environments. He referenced the depth of
knowledge that local people possess
about a region’s seasons, rivers, crops
and even migratory bird patterns.
“There is always a deep association

The Tufts Daily is a nonprofit, independent newspaper, published Monday through Friday during the academic year, and distributed free to the Tufts community. EDITORIAL POLICY Editorials represent the position
of The Tufts Daily. Individual editors are not necessarily responsible for, or in agreement with, the policies and
editorials of The Tufts Daily. The content of letters, advertisements, signed columns, cartoons and graphics
does not necessarily reflect the opinion of The Tufts Daily editorial board.

with a singular place,” he said.
Scratch Flat, a valley region of wooded flatland where Mitchell resides,
provided the bulk of the lecture as the
speaker delved into its rich history of
Native American settlement.
“I use [the area] as a metaphor for
my interest, how it evolved, when who
you are influences where you go and
vice versa,” he said.
When Mitchell first settled in the
Scratch Flat, however, he said he did
not feel the same identification with
the land.
“It looked like a haunted land,” he
said. “It was deserted. It was undiscovered.”
He said that Scratch Flat was originally buried under a massive, miledeep sheet of ice. The region was
eventually inhabited by a 17th century
village of Christianized Indians.
Mitchell discussed the natives’ culture, in which land had no owner and
war was halted if natural resources
were at stake. If an individual killed
a deer or cracked a stone, he had to

then “repent and apologize to it, or he
wouldn’t be able to catch another.”
These Eastern Woodland Indians
suffered mass deaths at the hands of
the Puritans, who destroyed 90 percent of the original population and
left deserted villages, Mitchell said.
“That was the end of a 10,000 to
15,000 year culture,” he said.
The lecture next shifted to modern
times, as Mitchell spoke positively
about the current state of Scratch Flat
and its inhabitants.
“The two farms there were really
struggling, but now, as a result of
interest in locally grown food, they are
doing really well,” he said. “Farms are
expanding.”
He concluded the talk with brief readings from his book, “Ceremonial Time.”
The Lunch & Learn series will continue next week with Executive Director
of the Massachusetts Rivers Alliance
Julia Blatt, who will present a lecture
titled “Water Wars in Massachusetts:
Reforming Water Management in a
Blue State.”
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Movie Review

‘Don Jon’ displays complex characters in witty, relatable film
by

Michael Acquafredda
Contributing Writer

“My body, my pad, my ride,
my family, my church, my boys,
my girls and my porn.” This is

Don Jon
Directed by Joseph Gordon-Levitt
Starring Joseph Gordon-Levitt,
Scarlett Johansson, Julianne
Moore
the mantra of one strong, handsome Jersey boy who has no
trouble attracting “10s” on the
dance floor. This is a guy who
gets hard from the sound of a
MacBook booting up in anticipation of watching porn. This
is the life of Jon Martello, better
known as Don Jon.
Joseph Gordon-Levitt wrote
his new film, “Don Jon,” as a
modern version of the mythical Spanish figure named
“Don Juan,” a womanizing libertine. This adaptation is set
in New Jersey, and instead of
17th-century Spaniards, “Don
Jon” includes a few of the
state’s most prominent stereotypes. Referred to as “guidos”
and “JAPs” ( Jewish-American
Princesses) in the film, these
characters create a fresh and
funny caricature of life in the
present-day Garden State.
Joseph Gordon-Levitt plays
“Don” Jon Martello, who has no
qualms admitting that he prefers masturbating to actual sex.
Yet, that doesn’t stop him from
hitting the clubs with his “bros,”

Courtesy Daniel McFadden / Relativity Media

Scarlett Johansson portrays her materialistic, Jersey girl character perfectly.
spitting his impeccable game
and scoring every night. Don’t
be fooled, though: Jon is a complex character. He understands
the value of a Swiffer and spends
Sunday morning at Mass, followed by an afternoon eating
spaghetti with his family. He
confesses his sins each week,
and recites his assigned prayers
while simultaneously lifting at
the gym.
But Jon’s cyclical life comes to
a screeching halt the moment he
sets eyes on Barbara Sugarman

(Scarlett Johansson). At first Jon
is head-over-heels for his new
girlfriend, who warms his bed
and encourages him to attend
night school. But soon she begins
to show her true colors, and her
incessant nagging compels Jon
to turn back to porn. The story
takes a few unexpected twists
when Esther (Julianne Moore),
an
eccentric
middle-aged
woman, offers Jon some helpful
advice. It may sound crude, but
this porn-addict’s love story is
remarkably captivating.

“Don Jon” is also the feature
directorial debut of GordonLevitt and was produced, in part,
by his production company,
HitRecord Productions. GordonLevitt’s attention to detail shows
in the film’s superb cinematography, provocative sound
track and phenomenal acting.
One shining example, Scarlett
Johansson, nails the accent, attitude and air of a materialistic,
domineering Jersey girl Barbara
(a character Gordon-Levitt wrote
with Johansson in mind).

Another highlight of the film
is the detail woven into Jon’s
family dinner scenes, which will
perhaps remind some audience
members of their own family
gatherings. These often depict
Jon and his father (Tony Danza)
screaming over one another just
to be heard and Jon’s neurotic
mother (Glenne Headly) complaining about how she’ll die
without grandchildren across
the traditional spread of Sunday
dinner fare.
Aside from the attractive faces
and spot-on acting present in
“Don Jon,” this film has a sense
of morality that is conveyed in a
way that is neither preachy nor
contrived. It explores the expectations men and women have
in relationships and searches
to find out what it really takes
to become intimate with someone. For most of the movie, Jon
is objectifying and selfish with
a hyperbolized notion of ideal
sex due to his obsession with
pornography. When he meets
Barbara, a woman who is equally selfish, Jon initially thinks he’s
hit the jackpot — only to later
learn that she does not even
slightly resemble the woman he
desires. Throughout the course
of the movie, Jon’s dynamic character develops naturally, leaving
the audience both pleased and
inspired.
“Don Jon” is a witty, relatable film with a star-studded
cast. Take a step back from your
Internet addiction — whether
it’s online shopping, reading
Buzzfeed or, yes, even watching
porn — and see this film in theaters on Sept. 27.

Arts Interview | Joseph Gordon-Levitt

Joseph Gordon-Levitt talks directing, love and new movie
by

Mike Acquafredda
Contributing Writer

To promote his directorial debut film,
Joseph Gordon-Levitt met with writers
from several college newspapers, including the Daily, to discuss “Don Jon.”
The Tufts Daily: Why’d you set [the film]
in New Jersey, and what kind of research
did you have to do to master your role?

Joseph Gordon-Levitt: I lived in New
York on and off for 10 years, so I’ve definitely lived around those kinds of people.
Tony’s [Danza] from Brooklyn; he was
our consultant. Scarlett’s [ Johansson]
from New York, so I think that’s how she
was able to be so good. But I think it’s a
classic American character at this point.
I mean, we’ve all watched “Rocky” and
“Saturday Night Fever” and “Goodfellas.”
Obviously, I’m not saying everyone in
New Jersey is this way, just like I’m not
saying all guys are like Jon or all young
women are like Barbara. There are guys,
like Jon, who are so concerned with their
masculine image that they really go out
of their way to fit into that mold. Just
like there are girls, like Barbara, who
are so concerned with having that traditional feminine image. It’s a story about
those people. As far as New Jersey goes,
I wanted to have a specific mold for Jon
to fit into. It was important to have a
specific culture, a specific way of talking,
a specific way of dressing.
TD: A lot of the scenes in the movie
wouldn’t have been the same without the
soundtrack. How did you construct it?
JGL: That was one of my favorite things
about directing the movie. When you’re

an actor, the soundtrack is something
that happens without you. Later, you
see the movie and it’s like there’s
another character in the scene you
didn’t know about. I got to work with
Nathan Johnson, the film composer of
“Looper” and “Brick,” and we definitely
made some bold choices. The first act
is all these big, shiny synth sounds, the
middle is the traditional Hollywood
orchestra and the end is a more sparse
arrangement with more guitars. I think
it worked out seamlessly.
TD: How hard was it to be the director toward
the actors, and then act beside them?
JGL: It’s pretty normal for an actor to
be disconcerted by his face and voice,
and I think it’s through sheer repetition
that I got used to it and allowed myself
to be productive [as a director]. Now,
when I’m watching playback in the editing room, I can actually pay attention
to what is there on screen. Directing a
movie is nonstop, but it’s what I love to
do. All the actors were stellar professionals. Everyone was really collaborative,
and there was a lot of great feedback. I
made sure the scenes were accomplishing what they needed to in the larger
picture, but it didn’t take much.

TD: You have said that you hope to make
movies in a more collaborative way in
the future. Are you anticipating some
HitRecord movies?
JGL: I am anticipating that, one day! In
a traditional movie, there is a director
and there are a lot of other artists. With
HitRecord it’s the same thing — the
difference being with a movie you hire
people, [but] with HitRecord anybody

Courtesy Daniel McFadden / Relativity Media

Joseph Gordon-Levitt nails every category in his feature directorial debut.
can contribute to the project. Right
now, we’re working on a show that will
be on TV in January. That’s by far the
biggest production we’ve [HitRecord]
tackled so far. It’s a variety show. I’m
hosting it, directing it and performing
in a bunch of the segments. One day,
I think we’ll be able to do feature films
in this open collaborative fashion. I
thought it was really important that
before we tried that, I direct one in the
old-fashioned way.

TD: What’s your favorite movie about love?
JGL: This is going to sound weird, but
one of my favorite love stories is in
“The Matrix” trilogy — the love story
between Neo and Trinity. There’s a line
in the third movie ... I’m getting really
nerdy ... this program says to Neo, love
is a word, what’s important is the connection that it implies. I just love that.
This interview has been edited and
abridged from its original form.
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Sonny’s Barber Shop. Look Good
– Best Haircuts Around! 5 Minutes
from TUFTS – 282a Main st.
Medford. MA. See Joe Jr. Walk in’s
always Welcome! Highly Skilled
Barber at Your Service! Open
Tuesday- Saturday (617) 515. 2955
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2,4,6 bedrooms apartment house,
Ossipee road, available June 1st
2014, Call Maria for more information, (781) 942-7625

classifieds policy All Tufts students must submit classifieds in person, prepaid with check, money order or exact cash only.
All classifieds submitted by mail must be accompanied by a check. Classifieds are $15 per week or $4 per day with Tufts ID or $30
per week or $8 per day without. The Tufts Daily is not liable for any damages due to typographical errors or misprintings except
the cost of the insertion, which is fully refundable. We reserve the right to refuse to print any classifieds which contain obscenity,
are of an overly sexual nature or are used expressly to denigrate a person or group. Questions? Email business@tuftsdaily.com.

Scout team plays crucial
part in getting Jumbos ready
FOOTBALL

continued from back

back Jon Sobo, for example,
had three carries at Wesleyan
last week and is playing Bates’
fullback position on the scout
team. One thing is clear: It’s
not a role Civetti takes lightly.
To reinforce that message, he
names an offensive and defensive scout team player of the
week every Friday afternoon,
and on Saturday those two
players lead the Jumbos onto
the field.
“We did that at [North
Carolina] State and at Boston
College — coach [Tom]
O’Brien, that was something I
learned from him,” Civetti said.
“I thought it sent the right message. It’s something that is as
important as any position on
the team.”
It’s especially important in
the week leading up to the
Jumbos’ game at Bates —
“option week,” as the scout
team calls it. Bates’ triple
option is tricky to defend, and
it has helped them beat Tufts
in each of the past three seasons. Last week, Bates lost by
just 11 points to powerhouse
Trinity while amassing 290
rushing yards.
“You have to be able to prepare for the dive, you have to be
able to prepare for the quarterback keep, you have to be able
to prepare for the pitch — you
have to be able to stop the pass,
as well,” Civetti said. “The triple, historically, has been great
if you can run it effectively,

which Bates does, because it
puts defenses in a bind.”
For the scout team, the week
leading up to Bates is important, but it’s also a lot of fun.
“Option week is awesome,
especially for [Cahill],” Sobo
said. “He’s got all the power.”
“The handoff plays where
I just give it to [Sobo], those
are, a lot of the time, predetermined,” Cahill said. “But when
we’re running outside and I
have the chance to pitch it,
that’s all based on the read.
If I see somebody who looks
like he’s gonna put me in the
ground, then I’m gonna give
the ball up.”
Later today, Cahill or Sobo
— or perhaps freshman Max
Athy, sophomore Frank Barba
or junior Harrison Kidd — will
learn that he will be leading the
Jumbos onto the field tomorrow at Bates. But that’s not the
goal. The goal is to make sure
Tufts’ defense can slow down
the triple option.
“We’re just trying to help the
team any way we can,” Sobo
said. “Matt’s moved to receiver,
I’ve played a couple positions
here — we’ll do anything we
can to help the team. That’s the
bottom line.”
At the conclusion of the
season, Civetti names a scout
team player of the year. Usually,
before long, that guy is playing
on game day.
“Some programs, some people
might laugh at that job,” Civetti
said. “I think it’s the only way
we’ve got a chance to win.”

Inside the NFL

Reid helps Chiefs turn things around
by

Matt Berger

Daily Editorial Board

The Kansas City Chiefs suffered
through a 2-14 season last year,
tied for the worst in franchise history. The Chiefs had a turnover differential of -24, lost nine games
by 14 points or more and suffered
through the tragic murder-suicide
of linebacker Jovan Belcher, who
shot himself in front of general
manager Scott Pioli and coach
Romeo Crennel at the team’s practice field after murdering his girlfriend at their home.
This season, however, Kansas
City is 3-0, one of seven undefeated teams left in the league and by
far the most improved team in the
NFL. All of this is despite few major
offseason player acquisitions, aside
from signing quarterback Alex
Smith, who was benched in San
Francisco after the emergence of
Colin Kaepernick.
But the biggest addition in
Kansas City has not played a single snap, nor will he ever see the
field. He spent 14 years with the
Philadelphia Eagles, where he led
the team to five NFC Championship
games without gaining a yard of
offense or making a single tackle.
That man is head coach Andy
Reid. By bringing in Reid, the
Chiefs’ first-year general manager
John Dorsey bucked a league-wide
trend of hiring young, up-andcoming coaches.
The Chicago Bears brought in
Marc Trestman, who spent the
last five seasons with the Montreal
Alouettes of the Canadian Football
League. Philadelphia replaced Reid
with Chip Kelly, the mastermind

of Oregon’s high-octane spread
office whose career before Oregon
included stops at New Hampshire,
Johns Hopkins and Columbia. And
the Tampa Bay Buccaneers tapped
Greg Schiano, who spent 11 years
building the Rutgers program into
a regional powerhouse but has not
coached in the NFL since 1998.
Unlike these young guns, Reid
is not exactly a sexy choice. He has
been criticized as too conservative,
preferring a vanilla, ball-control
offense built around a consistent
ability to pass the ball. But Reid is
an unquestioned winner, and he
has masterfully changed the culture of the entire Chiefs organization — something other head
coaches are often unable to do in
their first season with a franchise.
Throughout training camp, players were amazed with Reid’s ability to teach the nuances of football
while not losing sight of the big
picture: bringing immediate success back to Kansas City after its
disastrous 2012 campaign.
In Philadelphia, Reid was given
player personnel duties, but he
has gladly ceded these responsibilities to Dorsey, who had worked
with Reid as an assistant coach
with the Green Bay Packers and
is credited with drafting quarterback Aaron Rodgers, wide receiver Greg Jennings and linebacker
Clay Matthews.
Freed from these player personnel obligations, Reid now has
the singular focus of teaching the
game of football, something he has
done remarkably well throughout
his NFL coaching career. Although
Reid never won a Super Bowl with
the Eagles, he led the development

of some of the league’s best players of the 2000s, including quarterback Donovan McNabb, safety
Brian Dawkins, running back
Brian Westbrook and cornerback
Lito Sheppard.
Despite their 2-14 record last
season, the Chiefs have plenty of
returning talent for Reid to build
upon. Last season, Kansas City sent
six players to the Pro Bowl, more
than every other team except for
the 49ers, the Texans, the Patriots
and the Vikings. Among the Pro
Bowl selections is running back
Jamaal Charles, who is averaging
4.3 yards per carry and has scored
two touchdowns as the feature
back in offensive coordinator Doug
Pederson’s run-oriented system.
Smith will never put up the
numbers of a Tom Brady or a
Peyton Manning, but he is an
above-average quarterback who
is the perfect fit for the West
Coast offense Reid is trying to
install. He moves well in the
pocket and makes good decisions, and so far he has led the
Chiefs to three turnover-free
games in which they have averaged 23.7 points.
It is still unclear what level of
success Kansas City will have this
season. The Chiefs have yet to
play the Broncos or the Chargers,
and their three wins have come
against teams with a combined
record of 3-6.
Still, the Chiefs have already
exceeded their win total from 2012
and are playing smarter football
with a swagger that was absent last
season. For an explanation, look
no further than the culture change
initiated by Andy Reid.

Elephants in the Room
Sean Harrington
Senior tri-captain
Football

Ben Ewing
Senior
Men’s Soccer

Favorite fall food/
beverage

Favorite sport to
watch

Hot cider and
Gradma’s apple pie

Football (NFL)

Mark Wahlberg

inferior to Game of
Thrones.

Apple pie

FIFA

Johnny Drama

making me
rethink my career
path.

Favorite actor

Jamie Norton
Senior tri-captain
Cross Country

Carrot cake

Cycling

Joseph Gordon-Levitt

Anya Kaufmann
Senior tri-captain
Women’s Soccer

Homemade
pumpkin pie

Ice hockey

Matt Damon

Breaking Bad
is...

a TV show.

a show that I
wish I had time
to watch.
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Football preview

Oliver Porter / The Tufts Daily

The Jumbos are ready to put the Week 1 loss to Wesleyan behind them as they take on Bates in Lewiston, Maine tomorrow.

How Tufts prepares for NESCAC’s Jumbos shift focus to
trickiest opponent
Bobcats after blowout
by

Aaron Leibowitz

Daily Editorial Board

Any smart football coach
will tell you that games are
won and lost on the practice
field. Most, though, will not
mention a necessary prerequisite to practice: coloring.
For Tufts’ defense to be
ready to face Bates’ nuanced
triple-option offense on
Saturday, the players need
experience practicing against
it. That’s where the scout team
comes in.
And for the scout team to
become a suitable Bates lookalike for a week, it must be
well versed in the Bobcats’
playbook. That’s where coloring comes in.
“Literally, you’ve got a stencil
and a bunch of pens and a lot of
different colors, and you try to
highlight where you want things
and try to make it as realistic as
it can be off of a card,” head

coach Jay Civetti said. “We’re all
hands on deck trying to get the
guys to give the best look as we
can for each other.”
Each Sunday afternoon,
defensive coordinator Kevin
Farr and his staff begin watching film from last year, figuring
out the opponent’s offensive
tendencies and determining
which plays the defense should
see during the week.
Then, on Monday, the coaches color.
“They do an incredible job,”
sophomore Matt Cahill, a quarterback-turned-receiver who
plays QB for the scout team,
said. “They work really hard to
draw out every single play that
Bates is going to run, and then
every person on the field has an
arrow pointed to where they’re
going to go.”
On Tuesday, the players
look at the board in the football offices to see who will
be on the week’s scout team.

Then, at walkthrough, those
players familiarize themselves
with the assignment for the
week — in this case, pretending to be Bates.
Soon enough, the note cards
Farr and Civetti draw up on
Sunday spring to life, ideally at something close to full
speed. At that point, it’s the
players’ responsibility to run
the offense smoothly.
“There’s a bit of an art as to
when you do it, at what point
in the week,” Civetti said after
practice Wednesday on Bello
Field. “You cover it before
you come out here, you run
it when you’re out here, you
go over it in walkthrough and
then when you get to meet
[Thursday] to watch the film,
you cover it again.”
Scout team players are not just
the guys who don’t see the field
on Saturdays. Senior running
see FOOTBALL, page 7

MLS Soccer

New England Revolution host College Night
With only five games remaining in the regular season, the
New England Revolution are in
the hunt for their first Major
League Soccer playoff appearance in three years. Holding a slim
one-point lead over the Chicago
Fire for the fifth and final Eastern
Conference playoff spot, the
youthful Revs, led by 18-yearold sensation and leading goal
scorer Diego Fagundez, will host
a critical match tomorrow night
at Gillette Stadium against the
fourth place Houston Dynamo.
Luckily for local area college students, the crucial game
between New England and
Houston coincides with the Revs’
annual College Night, in which
students can purchase a ticket for
$15, a price that includes transportation to Foxboro, a pregame
tailgate party with other students,
games, contests and complimentary food and beverages.
On display will be the Revs’ core
crop of young, college-age talent,

a group that deserves much of the
credit for the team’s turnaround
from last year’s disappointing ninth
place finish to legitimate playoff
contender this year. However, the
young team must grow rapidly,
with every game going forward a
near must-win.
For several players, including
right back Andrew Farrell and
midfielder Donnie Smith, that
rapid growth started months ago
when they were forced to make
the quick transition from Div. I
soccer to the professional level.
“Looking back now, those
first few weeks of preseason
were pretty eye-opening,”
Smith, the 21st overall pick in
last year’s MLS SuperDraft, told
the Daily. “The game was so
much faster, and every touch,
every cross was spot on. I had to
adjust really quickly.”
After a successful preseason in
which Smith seemed to be making those adjustments, enough
to earn a starting spot for New

England’s week-one win against
the Chicago Fire, the playing time
dipped for the young midfielder.
“In college I was more of a
dribbler, but I learned quickly
that won’t always work at this
level,” Smith said. “I’m working on my decision making and
just working hard to develop my
skills, hopefully to win a spot for
next year.”
With a playoff spot still at
stake, the team has its full focus
on the remaining five games that
will decide New England’s postseason fate.
“It’s exciting that we’re playing
so well, and I’m happy to be a
part of it,” Smith said. “For obvious reasons, it’s a huge game for
us this weekend.”
With a win, New England will
vault past Houston into fourth
place in the Eastern Conference
— and one step closer to that
elusive playoff berth.
—by Jason Schneiderman

by

David McIntyre

Daily Editorial Board

At the end of the season,
a football team is judged on
wins and losses and usually
nothing more. In that sense,
Tufts’ 52-9 loss to Wesleyan
last weekend will count just
the same as a one-point loss.
For the Jumbos, though, it was
the manner in which they lost
that is so frustrating.
“I think it’s attention to detail,”
head coach Jay Civetti said when
asked what his team needs to correct from the Wesleyan game. “We
need to tackle the football better, we need to be better [with
our] assignments. The focus is the
mentality of knowing your responsibilities and executing them.”
Against the Cardinals, Tufts
failed to establish a rhythm
offensively or defensively, and
after a Jumbos touchdown
on the first drive of the game,
Wesleyan took control and
never looked back. In particular, Civetti noted that many of
the opponent’s biggest plays
came from Tufts mistakes.
“We gave up too many yards
and too many points based on
missed tackles, and that’s just
not good enough,” he said. “And
offensively, we need to get the
ball moving. We need to prime
the engine and get things started. One drive is great, but one
drive isn’t enough.”
As this week’s practices began
on Tuesday, Civetti put the focus
squarely on this weekend’s game
at Bates. He urged his players to
give 100 percent on each drill in
order to correct their mistakes,
particularly on the mental side
of the game.
“Going into the game [at
Wesleyan], the coaching was
more than sufficient to get done
what we needed to get done,
[but] we made a lot of mental errors and communication
errors,” senior tri-captain offensive lineman Connor Glazier
said. “I felt like we missed a lot
of assignments just because
we weren’t letting each other
know what we needed to do.
Everything that went wrong in
that game is fixable.”

Part of the struggle against
Wesleyan was that the Jumbos’
hurry-up, no-huddle offense
failed to establish a tempo,
which resulted in three quick
three-and-outs after the first
drive. That put Tufts’ defense on
the field repeatedly with little
rest, and Wesleyan’s high-octane
offense built a nearly insurmountable lead in the first half.
“It’s a programmatic decision,” Civetti said of the nohuddle offense. “You live and
die by it. Had we scored a lot of
points, you’d be saying it was a
great decision. You have to be
able to rally and get the ball back
defensively, and when you have
those missed tackles and missed
assignments, the two [offense
and defense] don’t work.”
Tufts must fix those errors
and fix them fast, because Bates
runs an explosive triple-option
offense and a 3-5-3 stack defense
that is designed to create confusion and mismatches.
“They’re one of the most wellcoached teams in the league,”
Civetti said. “I’ve got all the
respect in the world for [Bates
head coach] Mark Harriman.
He’s an amazing person and
does a great job with his team.
He has recruited great, tough
kids, which has paid off for them
the last couple of years.”
Bates has increased its win
total in each of the last three
seasons, winning five games
last year to earn Harriman coNESCAC Coach of the Year honors. The Bobcats lost their first
contest this season in a close
game with Trinity and will be
looking to get back on track
against the Jumbos.
For Tufts, the focus in practice
has been forgetting the Wesleyan
game and continuing to improve
and grow as a team.
“We just have to be disciplined with our assignments.
We’ve faced [Bates] before, and
discipline is the most important
thing,” Glazier said. “Leadership
is a huge factor on this team.
We don’t have too many older
guys, [but] the younger guys
are adapting pretty well, and
we’re continuing to improve as
a group.”

